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Web mining is moving the World Wide Web toward a more useful environment in which users can quickly and easily find the information they need. It includes the discovery and analysis of data, documents, and multimedia from the World Wide Web. Web mining uses document content, hyperlink structure, and usage statistics to assist users in meeting their information needs.

The Web itself and search engines contain relationship information about documents. Web mining is the discovery of these relationships and is accomplished within three sometimes overlapping areas. Content mining is first. Search engines define content by keywords. Finding contents’ keywords and finding the relationship between a Web page’s content and a user’s query content is content mining. Hyperlinks provide information about other documents on the Web thought to be important to another document. These links add depth to the document, providing the multi-dimensionality that characterizes the Web. Mining this link structure is the second area of Web mining. Finally, there is a relationship to other documents on the Web that are identified by previous searches. These relationships are recorded in logs of searches and accesses. Mining these logs is the third area of Web mining.

Understanding the user is also an important part of Web mining. Analysis of the user’s previous sessions, preferred display of information, and expressed preferences may influence the Web pages returned in response to a query.

Web mining is interdisciplinary in nature, spanning across such fields as information retrieval, natural language processing, information extraction, machine learning, database, data mining, data warehousing, user interface design, and visualization. Techniques for mining the Web have practical application in m-commerce, e-commerce, egovernment, e-learning, distance learning, organizational learning, virtual organizations, knowledge management, and digital libraries
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AOP in .NET: Practical Aspect-Oriented ProgrammingManning Publications, 2013

	Summary


	
		
			AOP in .NET introduces aspect-oriented programming to .NET developers and provides practical guidance on how to get the most benefit from this technique in your everyday coding. The book's many examples concentrate on modularizing non-functional requirements that often sprawl...
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Neural Networks: A Systematic IntroductionSpringer, 1996
One of the well-springs of mathematical inspiration has been the continuing attempt to formalize human thought. From the syllogisms of the Greeks, through all of logic and probability theory, cognitive models have led to beautiful mathematics and wide ranging application. But mental processes have proven to be more complex than any of the formal...
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Non-Hodgkin's Lymphomas: Making Sense of Diagnosis, Treatment & Options (Patient Centered Guides)Patient Centered Guides, 1999

	
		Prior to publication of this resource guide, no book on the market targeted the non-Hodgkin's lymphoma survivor's need for understandable information. While there are medical texts on the non-Hodgkin's lymphomas as well as inspirational first-person accounts from survivors of related cancers such as leukemia, between...
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Corporate Financial Accounting & ReportingFinancial Times Management, 2004

	Corporate Financial Accounting and Reporting is a comprehensive accounting textbook directed at those using financial reports. Its aim is to help current and future managers gain a thorough understanding of companies' published reports and is unique in the fact that it covers all three years of a traditional financial accounting course....
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Pro Jakarta CommonsApress, 2004
Jakarta Commons are easily reusable components that can quickly be put to  good use in any server-side Java development undertaking. In fact, components  are not big applications, but sleek code bits that perform specific tasks very  well. This book provides much-needed documentation and usage information about  the popular sub-projects forming...
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HTML A Beginner's Guide (Beginner's Guide  (Osborne Mcgraw Hill))McGraw-Hill, 2009

	When I was first approached about writing this book, I must admit that my thought was, “Another HTML book—how many do we need?” I learned HTML by experience when there was only one version of Netscape, and it had been a long time since I’d even looked at an HTML book. But after I researched the other HTML books on the...
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